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THE STATE OF WYOMING

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY COUNCIL

June 7, 2010

Judith Bush
P.O. Box 861
Sundance, WY 82729

Dear Ms. Bush:

Documents received from parties that are not delivered in an electronic for-

mat as well as in hardcopy, are scanned and then posted to the docket on the web-
site. Every now and then the scanner will pull two pieces of paper through at once

and will not scan one page. This is what happened in your case. That is the reason

for the disclaimer on the website so that people do not rely on the contents of the
website as the official record.

In reviewing your filing, page 12 was received and it is contained in the offi-

cial record that was used by the Council in coming to their conclusion. There was
no intentional conduct on any person's part to edit your filing. At Council meet-

ings, the Council members have access to large three ring binders that contain all of

the filings pertaining to the cases before them. In reviewing those binders page 12
was contained in the binders.

In response to your statement regarding the limitation of issues at the hearing

on your motion for rehearing, the rules themselves limit the scope of such a hearing
and you can review those rules at your leisure. They are contained on our website.

The rule is very clear as to what the Council can consider and what the parties are

allowed to argue on a Petition for rehearing. The limitations outlined on the day of

the hearing were nothing more or less than a reflection of the rules governing this
hearing.

-.
David Searle

Presiding Officer


